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Abstract—With the fast pace of globalization, cultivating Intercultural Communicative Competence (ICC) has gradually become a vital goal in English language teaching. However, whether the English Viewing-Listening-Speaking (VLS) course can be used to improve learners’ ICC is less researched. This paper tends to adopt skills of discovery, comparison and analysis in Byram’s ICC model as methods to explore how students interpret in VLS class and how the interpretation processes improve students’ intercultural communicative competence. The design and implementation of teaching activities, combined with the research data including quizzes, students’ statement recording and reports, are introduced to illustrate how to improve learners’ ICC in VLS course.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today, the information age is characterized by cultural diversification, economic globalization, and technological integration. People of different cultural backgrounds have been communicating with each other more and more closely. As a result, the cultivation of intercultural communicative competence (ICC) has attracted more and more attention. We adopt the most widely accepted definition of ICC given by Deardorff (2006) that it is the ability to communicate effectively and appropriately in cross-cultural situations based on personal cross-cultural knowledge, skills and attitudes.

Kong and Luan (2012) defined language as the carrier and expression of culture, meanwhile, culture as the connotation and essence of language. Obviously, helping learners master foreign language skills and acquire ICC are the fundamental goals of foreign language teaching.

Looking at the development of foreign language education in today’s world, it is not difficult to find that many countries regard intercultural communication as one of the important purposes of foreign language syllabus. In order to meet the needs of globalization, American students are required to meet the requirements of 5C to improve their foreign language ability. 5C includes Communication, Culture, Connections, Comparisons and Communities (Lu, 2001). Communication and culture in 5C are the core elements of foreign language education (Chen, 2013).

The European Framework (common reference framework for European languages) also proposes that one of the principles of foreign language teaching is to help learners better understand other people’s lifestyle, ways of thinking and cultural traditions. Through foreign language learning, it is convenient for them to communicate with each other, eliminate their prejudice and discrimination, so as to realize free flow, mutual understanding and unity (Yang, 2012).

The College English Teaching Guide edited by Wang (2016) clearly pointed out that college English teaching should enhance students’ ICC and improve students’ comprehensive cultural literacy.

Viewing-listening-speaking (VLS) teaching method integrates viewing, listening and speaking by modern multimedia teaching equipment to improve students’ language ability in an all-round way. According to Zhai and Chen (2014), the biggest characteristic of this teaching mode takes full advantage of the videos from the perspective of cultural differences between China and the West. Integrating cultural and liberal education into students’ learning and training so as to help students understand world culture, master modern English skills, as well as improve students’ ICC and critical thinking ability.

This paper attempts to combine the VLS classroom instruction with the cultivation of students’ intercultural communicative competence. The three skills incorporating discovery, comparison and analysis in Byram’s ICC model (Byram, 2014), are adopted as methods to explore how students interpret in VLS class and how the interpretation processes improve students’ intercultural communicative competence.

II. BYRAM’S MODEL OF INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION COMPETENCE (ICC)

The model of ICC proposed by Byram (1997) is widely accepted in intercultural communication studies and foreign language teaching. His model includes five parts: attitude, knowledge, critical awareness, skills of interpreting and
relating, skills of discovery and interaction.

The first factor, attitude, refers to the student’s “curiosity and openness, readiness to suspend belief about other cultures and belief about one’s own” (as cited in Elola & Oskoz, 2008). This factor is about not eager to make positive judgments about one’s own culture and negative judgments about other cultures.

The second component, knowledge, refers to familiarity with “social groups and their products and practices in one’s own country and in the country of one’s interlocutor, and knowledge of the general processes of societal and individual interaction” (Byram, 1997). It relates to two aspects: one is the knowledge about social groups, their products and practice in one’s own country as well as that in the target countries or areas and the other is the knowledge about the intercultural interaction process, both of which are crucial and also the prerequisite for a successful intercultural communication.

The third element, critical cultural awareness, refers to “the ability to evaluate critically and on the basis of explicit criteria, perspectives, practices and products in one’s own and other cultures and countries” (as cited in Elola & Oskoz, 2008). In short, the learners with critical cultural awareness are expected to judge the different culture with a more rational, objective and open-minded attitude.

In fact, it is impossible for learners to acquire all the necessary knowledge in various cultural backgrounds. Therefore, learners must possess the skills that enable them to understand unfamiliar knowledge and connect it with familiar knowledge.

Firstly, learners need to have skills of interpreting and relating, which refers to the “ability to interpret a document or event from another culture, to explain it and relate it to the documents from one’s own” (Byram, 1997). The detailed explanation is that learners should be equipped with the ability to find misunderstandings and reconcile different opinions in intercultural communication.

Secondly, learners need to have skills of discovery and interaction, which refers to the “ability to acquire new knowledge of a culture and cultural practices and the ability to operate knowledge, attitudes and skills under the constraints of real-time communication and interaction” (Byram, 1997). Even with the lack of real-time communication, learners should be able to explore new cultures and develop the ability to integrate knowledge, attitudes and skills.

In Byram’s opinion, knowing another culture is important, but acquiring skills of analysis and interpretation play a more significant role in ICC. Byram (2014) proposed that “discovery”, “comparison” and “analysis” should be taken as the main intercultural skills in foreign language teaching. Compared with other models, the above three skills are more conducive to achieve intercultural teaching objectives (Huang, 2013).

III. THE CULTIVATION OF ICC IN VLS COURSE

In China, due to limited intercultural communication experiences in classrooms, students are confined themselves to what they have learned in the textbook, and lack of real intercultural communication encounters. Zang (2010) said that language teaching is often separated from the social and cultural environment of the target language, and cultural teaching is usually isolated from language and cultural background, which obviously lead to disconnection between language and cultural education.

However, the author found that the English VLS course has good accessibility and applicability for intercultural education. First of all, curriculum resources are rich and diverse with novel content and practical vocabulary, including excellent English films and television works, celebrity speeches, news resources and documentaries, etc. By utilizing the abundant resources and designing the appropriate tasks, teachers help students get acquainted with the latest developments in the world’s politics, economy, and cultures. Through audiovisual activities, students not only exercise their listening and visual observation skills, but also acquire rich cultural knowledge which is conducive to their intercultural communication competence.

Secondly, students are exposed to real, vivid English and are given chances to imitate the correct pronunciation in the video. In this way, they turn English learning into a natural communication activity, which improves students’ interest in learning and consolidates their cognitive achievements.

For example, if a teacher wants to describe Thanksgiving Day to students, it is better to let them watch relevant English videos directly at the beginning. The experiment of human memory persistence shows that in the process of learning, the forgetting rate of audio-visual cooperative learning is 18% after 3 days, which declines slightly compared with the forgetting rate of auditory learning (80%) during the same time (Feng, 2008). Through effective audio-visual language input, students’ learning motivation and interest in learning English are both enhanced.

Scholars at home and abroad have carried out research on the cultivation of ICC in the teaching of viewing-listening-speaking course. Qu(2005) believed that the VLS course does not adhere to the traditional listening and traditional speaking training mode, but organically combines the two: the course does not carry out language teaching in isolation, but combines language and culture teaching to cultivate students’ ICC. Yu and Han (2012) argued that in the VLS classroom, with the assistance of multimedia technology, teachers can effectively guide students to carry out cross-cultural communication with the aid of designing diversified classroom activities and simulating various scenes to create a real language environment. Borghetti (2013) combined cross-culture learning and VLS teaching mode, and put forward to integrate the two in an overall way. Based on the research of Jia(2013), video materials provide students with nonverbal communication information, including gestures, facial expressions, body language, etc., which
is not available in written reading materials. In fact, in real cross-cultural communication, nonverbal communicative competence sometimes plays a greater role.

VLS course undoubtedly makes up for the defects of reading, grammar and other courses in the cultivation of nonverbal communication ability. Teachers and students make full use of those instructive English video materials that feature in authentic language, human interactions and real physical settings as scenario simulations, thus bridging the gap for lack of real intercultural communication experiences. Education is a kind of cultural behavior so cultivating students’ understanding and tolerance of cultural differences can effectively improve their comprehensive quality and ICC at last.

IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF TEACHING ACTIVITIES IN VLS COURSE

A. Design of Teaching Activities

The research was carried out in Zunyi, China. Research participants were non-English major Chinese undergraduate students. They must pass the College English Test Band 4 (CET 4), then they were qualified for this course. CET 4 certificate holders are more likely to have a good facility for English so that teaching effectiveness will be greatly enhanced. Finally, 20 students were chosen to take the VLS course.

A documentary reality show shot by British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), named “Chinese School: Are Our Children Tough Enough?”, is selected as the teaching material. Selecting this material aims to show students the difference between Chinese and English secondary education.

In this project, five outstanding Chinese teachers recruited and selected by BBC went to Bohant middle school in Hampshire, UK, where they wanted to challenge British education system. A one-month Chinese-style education experiment was conducted for 50 British junior three students of Bohant middle school and this special class was called “Chinese school”. At the end of the project, they would take the same exam in math, science and Mandarin, together with the students who received British-style education. By comparing their scores, BBC wanted to test which ways of education would lead to better performance. Finally, the average scores of mathematics, science and Mandarin in "Chinese school" were higher than those in British class.

Intercultural context-setting in teaching is mainly based on intercultural texts and audio-visual materials, which can lead to the effective written and oral communication. This BBC documentary was chosen because it was educating and fun. The education discrepancy between Western countries and China can be taken as a good example to develop students’ sense of cultural differences and intrigue their critical thinking.

The study takes Byram’s ICC skills “discovery”, “comparison” and “analysis” as methods to promote students’ acquisition of intercultural knowledge, and gradually improve students’ open and inclusive intercultural attitude. The teaching process embodies the intercultural teaching principles including speculation, reflection, inquiry, empathy and experience. (Sun, 2016)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>ICC skills vs. Intercultural teaching principles</th>
<th>Class time</th>
<th>Class format</th>
<th>Data acquisition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Language points</td>
<td>60 min</td>
<td>Heuristic method of teaching (teacher ask questions and students answer the questions) Task-based teaching</td>
<td>Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compare the differences between Chinese education and British education in the video</td>
<td>ICC skills: discovery, comparison Intercultural teaching principles: inquiry, empathy, reflection</td>
<td>30 min</td>
<td>Group discussion, separate speech for students</td>
<td>Recording</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe an impressive scene in the video and compare it with their own experience in China</td>
<td>ICC skills: discovery, comparison Intercultural teaching principles: inquiry, empathy, reflection</td>
<td>30 min</td>
<td>Group discussion, separate speech for students</td>
<td>Recording</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role play</td>
<td>ICC skill: comparison Intercultural teaching principles: empathy, experience</td>
<td>20 min</td>
<td>Students’ performance</td>
<td>Video recording</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection</td>
<td>ICC skill: analysis Intercultural teaching principles: speculation</td>
<td>30 min</td>
<td>Read their reflection reports</td>
<td>Students’ reflection report</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on teacher-student and student-student interaction, teacher-guided questioning and group discussion, this teaching plan starts from language study to cross-cultural comparison. After familiar with the language points and cultural differences, students take advantage of role play to have a better understanding of the differences. Lastly, analysis and reflection are required to write down in order to show whether their ICC has been improved or not. Furthermore, intercultural goals and language goals are synchronized and promote each other during the whole process.

B. Implementation of Teaching Activity
1. Knowledge points

After watching the documentary, the students were asked to take part in a small test in order to check whether they have understood the contents as well as how much knowledge they have already acquired. There were 20 questions in the test, involving vocabulary and narrative elements of when, where, who, what and why questions. Fifteen students got full marks, three got 17 questions right, and two got 15 questions right. This shows that despite there are some language barriers, students have basically mastered the relevant vocabulary, grammar and general idea of the video clip. The length of sentences and the speed of the conversations appear to be the main obstacles to understanding. Based on the knowledge that students have already grasped, teacher adopted heuristic and task-based teaching method to gradually introduce the important and difficult language points, so that they can have the vocabulary and sentences support in their following study, especially in the oral and written English practice.

For example: (voice-over) After four weeks, the students in the Chinese school will be tested against their British counterparts. Will the long days and strict discipline produce superior students, or will the clash of two cultures create chaos in the classroom?

After watching this short part of video clip, students were required to repeat the voice-over.

However, most of them cannot grasp the whole information. Then teacher played back that part three times and students were required to write down the corresponding sentences. Most of them completed the contents of voice-over just with one word missing—“chaos” that was new to them. Teacher inspired students to think what would happen if two cultures clashed in one classroom, combined with the video clip. After discussion, a student said: “I see a girl really angry and throw her book heavily on the desk, so I think the clash of two cultures maybe lead to mess and disorder.” In this way, “chaos” was introduced by students themselves.

Methods like this show that how teacher enlightens students to get the key information.

2. Compare the education differences between Chinese school and Bohant school in the video

At this stage, teacher asked students to answer the following question after watch the video clip.

(1) How is the relationship between teachers and students in the two schools separately?
(2) What is the difference between Chinese and English teaching methods?
(3) What are the different demands by two PE teachers?

Students were encouraged to identifying differences by comparing the Chinese school with its Britain counterpart in the video. These enlightening questions were helpful to arouse students’ thinking and guided them to explore the essence of the problem through the phenomenon. After heated discussions, members of each group took turns to express their ideas.

Group A: There is a cultural conflict throughout the documentary: “teachers are the authority” and “students and teachers are equal”. In Bohant school, it shows that the relationship between students and teachers is more equal, and there is no obvious distinction between superior and inferior (discovery). In “Chinese school”, teachers are generally regarded as unshakable authority, and students unconditionally obey (discovery &comparison).

Group B: The documentary highlights the conflict between Chinese and English teaching methods. I felt like the British education concept is “herding”. You find grass on your own and eat it by yourself. The teacher can help you when you have no choice (discovery). Chinese teaching is “cramming”, knowledge is given to you all, you slowly digest it (discovery &comparison).

Group C: In “Chinese school”, the PE teacher in the video has repeatedly stressed the importance of sports performance. Only by getting excellent sports performance can students have the chance to pass the high school entrance examination and go to university. Eva, a British student, said PE was insanely competitive in this Chinese school (discovery). There is no such rule in Britain. In Bohant school, Physical education usually aimed to release pressure, not to prepare for exams (discovery &comparison).

Based on the discovery and comparison in the video, teachers and students constantly explored the education discrepancy under the different cultural background, with the purpose of deepening students’ understanding of each other’s culture and improving students’ cross-cultural sensitivity. In the process of students’ expression, although they may make some grammatical mistakes or not be fluent in English, their overall language output will not be affected.

3. Describe an impressive scene in the video and compare it with their own experience in China

At this stage, students were stimulated to describe an impressive event or scene in the video and compare it with their own experience in China. Students were also required to discuss in groups and then express their own opinions.

Group A: in the video, we can see that British class is small-sized, with more than 20 students. Children are separated into classes of different abilities. The learning atmosphere is relaxed and the teaching method is student-oriented instead of teacher-centered. A British girl said she did not think comparing oneself to others was a good, healthy lifestyle (discovery). When I was in the third year of junior high school, there were 75 students in a class. Every time we took an exam, our scores would be posted behind the classroom wall, which gave us a lot of pressure. What teachers taught was passively accepted by students. There was no easy learning environment, performance ranking was the most important (comparison).

Group B: one student took the electric kettle to classroom to make tea. After the teapot was confiscated by teacher, he even went to the office and stole it back (discovery). This would definitely not happen in my junior high school, because first of all, from the perspective of class discipline, it was not allowed to take the electric kettle to make tea in
class. Secondly, the behavior of this kind would be disrespectful to teachers and would also provoke dissatisfaction of students (comparison).

Group C: In the physical education class, two students with excellent academic achievements were disheartened because they failed in the long run test. The British teacher came to comfort the two sad students: “you have tried your best, you did very well” (discovery). In my junior high school, the PE teacher would not comfort you if you failed the physical education examination. He only paid attention to whether you can pass the next exam, that is, he only cared about the results (comparison).

Through the discussion and interaction between teachers and students, students were able to interpret an event from another culture, and relate it to the events from their own. Moreover, they had the ability to choose the appropriate words or vocabularies in the video to introduce their own views, such as “student-oriented”, “confiscate”, “dishearten”, “prove”, “academic performance”, etc. In short, students can not only understand each other’s culture from different perspectives, but also apply language knowledge into use.

4. Role-play

Role-play is one of the most popular classroom interaction activities for students. It is also helpful for students to change their cultural position through empathy strategy and consciously understand another culture.

At this stage, two students were picked out to act as teachers to give an English demo class separately. The rest acted as junior high students. The two “teachers” would show how to teach words in demo class and five words were selected as an example. Before the performance, the two “teachers” worked together to refine their teaching plans, get familiar with the cultural characteristics of their roles, imitate different teaching styles, and use different language strategies to complete the performance. One adopted Chinese teaching method of inculcating students with knowledge by explaining its meaning and introducing relevant sentences, which was teacher-oriented in the whole process. While another took the British way, that is, teacher designed some games to encourage students to get involved in class. The process was mainly student-oriented. Students needed to give the feedback after the two demo classes.

L said: “I think Chinese education is a good way to deliver knowledge. We wrote the key points according to what teacher said. I like the quiet way of learning.”

M held a different view: “Chinese teaching method was so rigid that I was going to sleep.”

K said: “The English-style class was very relaxed. Teacher constantly asked questions to motivate us. I also like class discussion, which gave me new ideas from other students.”

O disagreed: “Although English-style class was easy and free, I don’t like it. I found it boring.”

Despite these different attitudes, taking an objective view towards cross-cultural differences and showing respect for foreign cultures are the basis of cultivating ICC. This role-play experience helped students enhance their multi-cultural identity and cross-cultural awareness.

5. Analysis and reflection

By comparing and analyzing the discrepancy between Chinese and English education, students learned to reflect on their positions in intercultural communication, which facilitated an inclusive and open cross-cultural attitude. Students were guided to think about the deep reasons for the differences and also required to write down their reflection reports.

A’s report: the large number of Chinese populations means people have to face the fierce social competition and receive unequal education resources. To maintain the education fairness, I think the Chinese education system is a good way.

B’s report: It is well-known that Chinese education is exam-oriented. When we look back to our school life under the Chinese education, many of us feel disappointed and helpless. But when the knowledge we learned during that time coming to mind, no one can deny the advantage of it.”

Data of this kind shows that students hold a positive attitude towards Chinese education. They can clearly explain the rationalization of Chinese education system and express its benefits from their own perspectives. Some students go into details of the documentary to interpret the culture reflected in the video clip.

Student C: Chinese education is a quick way to learn knowledge. In the process of the experiment, we found that all the discussions were omitted, leaving only the final results, which can never be wrong in the notebook. When British children get the results through various experiments, Chinese children have recited ten formulas. This is the difference. One attaches importance to the process, and the other attaches importance to the result. It is difficult to say which is good or which is bad.

Student D’s report: Whether it is Chinese education or Western education, as long as it is the best system for student’s development and progress, it is a good system.

The four steps that include the explanation of knowledge points, the analysis and comparison of Chinese and English education modes, as well as the role-play and reflection, provide students with chances to experience different cultures in a multi-edged mirror, which undoubtedly enhance their learning enthusiasm and class interaction. By comparing these different interpretations of the same event, students with the critical thinking ability can easily jump out of their own conventional thinking mode and their understanding of the two cultures could also be deepened.

C. Feedback

In order to understand the students’ feelings about the course, a questionnaire survey was conducted on the students. A total of 20 valid questionnaires were collected. The questionnaire listed ten questions, mainly about how well the
teaching effect was and whether students’ ICC has been cultivated or not. Students also made free to comment on this teaching case.

In the students’ feedback, 90% of the students held a positive attitude towards the teaching effect, among them, 20% of the students thought the case was very enlightening while 35% of the students used “interesting” to describe their feelings of the case. 83.3% of the students thought this teaching case provided them with a very different perspective on cultural phenomena and 95% of these respondents insisted that an inclusive and open cross-cultural attitude was significant in intercultural communication. In addition, students’ comments also included the following words: “informative”, “helpful”, “with strong visual impact”, etc. A student commented that in the future, when communicating with foreign teachers or friends, we should think more about it, learn to respect their culture, and introduce our traditional culture to them. Wen also (2014) pointed out that in English teaching, teachers should emphasize cultural consciousness by cultivating students’ ability to spread Chinese culture and tell Chinese stories in English rather than pay only attention to learn other culture.

This case study shows that by interactive communication and participation teaching mode, students learn to reflect and analyze different cultures, which enhances their willingness to intercultural communication as well as promotes their intercultural communicative competence. Students with conceptual understanding of culture are more likely to accept the range of values and behaviors among different cultural groups (Cotton, 1996). In turn, the implementation of cross-cultural tasks also promotes their learning and use of language. The task implementation, including role-play, classroom discussion, story continuation and so on, also effectively trains students’ cross-cultural skills—discovery, comparison and analysis. The difficulty of tasks depends on the students’ learning ability.

V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LANGUAGE TEACHERS

Byram’s cross-cultural skills are adopted to guide students to compare their own culture and other cultures, so as to carry out meaningful cross-cultural learning. But the selection of teaching material should depend on the teaching objectives of a specific module. Teachers should be selective with scenes with pornography, swear words, or violence that may be offensive to students with strong religious belief or moral values. Appropriate task design and theoretical foundation are also critical. Byram’s ICC model and skills are encouraged to be implemented in the task design with the aim of improving students’ ICC awareness.

The case study shows that documentaries, news clips and foreign films, especially those with multi-cultural elements, play an important role in the cultivation of students ICC. Students show great enthusiasm for cross-cultural comparison in VSL courses and they also like to incorporate video watching into their class because of its diversity of content and form, its authenticity of language and scenes, its vivid reflection of social culture, values and ways of thinking. Since intercultural communication tasks involve in intercultural social relations and intercultural communicative behaviors, language teachers should take full advantage of various activities such as role play, simulation, cultural comparison, drama to achieve their teaching goals.

By selecting appropriate video material, asking appropriate prompt questions, assigning cultural context tasks as well as designing related classroom activities, teachers can facilitate the development of the students’ intercultural communicative competence.

VSL course is of great significance to the cultivation of intercultural talents. In this paper, the cross-cultural training mode is integrated into the VSL English course, which provides a practical way for the development of students’ ICC. Although cross-cultural teaching is a complex and time-consuming work from design to implementation, the teaching methods eventually not only help students better acquire knowledge and improve their professional ability, but also develop and improve their understanding of themselves and the world. How to integrate the cross-cultural training mode into foreign language classroom teaching effectively is worthy of further exploration by foreign language teachers through a lot of classroom practice and research.
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